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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce a verification method for the correctness of multiagent systems
as described in the framework of acpl (Agent Communication Programming Language). The compu-
tational model of acpl consists of an integration of the two different paradigms of ccp (Concurrent
Constraint Programming) and csp (Communicating Sequential Processes). The constraint programming
techniques are used to represent and process information, whereas the communication mechanism of
acpl is described in terms of the synchronous handshaking mechanism of csp. Consequently, we show
how to define a verification method for acpl in terms of an integration of the verification methods for
ccp and csp. We prove formally the soundness of the method and discuss its completeness.
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1. Introduction

In the research on agent communication languages, the following problem has been
frequently pointed out: given a particular multiagent system, how do we check
whether it acts in accordance with a particular specification of behaviour [29, 48]?
In the agent literature this issue is also known as the problem of conformance testing
[48]. Among others, the problem has been encountered in the design of the kqml
standard for agent communication [17], where, for example, there is the issue how
to verify that a particular agent performing the communication action tell��� to
tell another agent that it believes the information � to hold, indeed has � as one of
its beliefs? The problem of conformance testing has the following three parameters
(see Figure 1):

1. a multiagent system,
2. a specification of behaviour,
3. a method to verify that the multiagent system satisfies the specification.

On the one hand, in the literature, various logics to reason about agent com-
munication have been proposed, like (Cohen and Levesque, [11]), (Linder et al.,
[30]), (Bretier and Sadek, [10]) and (Labrou and Finin, [28]). The last two form the
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Figure 1. Parameters of conformance testing.

basis of the fipa and the kqml agent communication languages, respectively. How-
ever, in general, these logics are not supported by a corresponding computational
model for multiagent systems. On the other hand, various agent-oriented program-
ming languages have been proposed, such as agent-0 [43], placa [46], 3apl [23],
desire [9] and agentspeak [40]. However, in general, these programming lan-
guages are not fully supported by corresponding logics for verification.

The main contribution of this paper consists of the introduction of a verification
method for the correctness of multiagent systems as described in the framework of
acpl (Agent Communication Programming Language) [6, 13–16]. The computa-
tional model of acpl consists of an integration of the two different paradigms of
ccp (Concurrent Constraint Programming) [41] and csp (Communicating Sequen-
tial Processes) [25]. The constraint programming techniques are used to repre-
sent and process information, whereas the communication mechanism of acpl
is described in terms of the synchronous handshaking mechanism of csp. Con-
sequently, we show how to define a verification method for acpl in terms of an
integration of the verification methods for ccp and csp.

The paper is organised as follows. First, in Section 2, we give a short historical
overview of the various verification calculi that have been developed in the con-
text of concurrent and distributed programming. Then in the following sections, we
describe the building blocks of our verification framework for agent communication
(see Fig. 2). In Section 3, we consider the multiagent programming language acpl
that is designed to program systems of agents that communicate by exchanging infor-
mation among each other. In Section 4, we consider the operational semantics of
the programming language, which describes the behaviour of multiagent systems in
terms of their computations. As we want to abstract from irrelevant details of these
computations, we additionally identify a notion of observable behaviour that exactly
captures those aspects of computations that are visible to an external observer.
We prove that this notion of observable behaviour is compositional. The topic of

multiagent system specification

operational
semantics

verification
calculus

observable behavior

Figure 2. A verification framework for agent communication.
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Section 5 is the introduction of an appropriate assertion language to express speci-
fications of agent behaviour. In Section 6, we define a compositional proof system,
or verification calculus, that can be used to verify that a multiagent system satisfies
a particular specification. Finally, Section 7 discusses related approaches as well as
issues for future research.

2. Program verification

The importance of being able to establish that computer programs exactly behave in
the way they are supposed to, has been recognised since the early days of computer
science [47]. A brute-force approach to establish the accuracy or correctness of a
program is through a testing procedure in which for all possible inputs and under all
possible circumstances the program is checked to exhibit the desired behaviour. In
practice, however, due to the large—if not infinite—number of different situations
to be considered, this process of accomplishing correctness is normally approxi-
mated through a reduction of the search space to a set of representative situations.
However, although the latter form of testing may substantially increase the con-
fidence in the correctness of the program, it does not yield a guarantee that the
program is entirely free of errors. That is, the program may still contain errors that
have not presented themselves during the testing phase, but can result in incorrect
behaviour during the actual execution of the program.

A second approach is to establish the correctness of a computer program by
means of a mathematical proof. The desired behaviour of a program is then given
in terms of a specification that is expressed in some formal language. An example
of such a specification is for instance the following:

P sat ��

which can be thought of expressing that the program P satisfies the behaviour
as described by the assertion �. In particular, it expresses that the assertion � is
satisfied by all possible executions of the program P .

The procedure of checking that a particular program satisfies its specification
is referred to as the process of verification. A straightforward approach is to per-
form the verification process at the operational level of the programming language.
However, at this level, correctness proofs appear to be rather laborious and typi-
cally contain many repetitions of the same line of reasoning [31]. Therefore, a more
structured approach for the verification of programs is through the development of
a proof system. Such a system constitutes a calculus for the formal derivation of
correct specifications, which for instance comprises rules of the following format:

P sat �
Q sat �

This rule states that if it can be derived that the program P satisfies the assertion
� then it can also be derived that the program Q satisfies the assertion � . In the
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construction of such a proof system, two important properties should be taken into
account, namely the soundness and the completeness of the system. A proof system
that is sound only derives specifications of the form P sat � that are valid, while a
proof system that is complete derives all possible valid specifications.

Additionally, an important issue concerns the compositionality of the verification
process, which amounts to the property that the verification of a specification can be
based upon specifications of the behaviour of the components of the program, with-
out making reference to the inner structure of these components [49]. An example
of a rule in a compositional proof system is the following:

P1 sat �1 · · ·Pn sat �n

P sat �

where P denotes a program that is composed of the components P1� 
 
 
 � Pn and
� constitutes an assertion that is obtained from the assertions �1� 
 
 
 ��n. The
rule states that the specification of the behaviour of the program P can be derived
from the specification of its components, without using any information about the
components Pi except for their behaviour that is described by the assertion �i.

2.1. Verification of communicating processes

The purpose of this paper is the development of a calculus for proving the cor-
rectness of programs that are expressed in the basic multiagent programming lan-
guage acpl. Fortunately, we do not need to start from scratch, but we can build
upon techniques that have been developed in the field of concurrent programming,
and in particular, upon the proof systems for the Communicating Sequential Pro-
cesses paradigm (csp) [25] and the paradigm of Concurrent Constraint Program-
ming (ccp) [41].

The first proof systems to reason about the correctness of programs have been
developed in the context of sequential programming languages, of which the most
influential systems are the inductive assertion method [18, 35] and Hoare logic [25].
About a decade later, proof systems for the correctness of concurrent programs
began to emerge, where the initial focus was on programming languages in which
concurrent processes interact with each other by means of a set of shared vari-
ables. In one of the most influential methods [36], an important feature is—what is
referred to as—the interference freedom test, which amounts to the condition that the
specification of the behaviour of a parallel component does not interfere with the
specification of the behaviour of any other component of a parallel program. This
condition ensures that correct specifications of the different parallel subprograms
can be combined to form a correct specification of the overall program.

The techniques of the proof systems for shared-variable languages have subse-
quently been applied and refined to programming languages for distributed pro-
gramming, in which processes do not have a set of shared variables but instead
interact with each other via the exchange of data along a network of communica-
tion channels. In the proof system of [2], an important notion is—what is called—the
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cooperation test, which amounts to the condition that the two parallel programs that
are involved in a bilateral communication step cooperate with each other; that is,
the first program is required to send a particular data item at the same point at
which the second process is ready to receive it. However, this proof system does
not satisfy the property of compositionality, as the cooperation test makes refer-
ence to the internal structure of the parallel components.

A compositional proof system for the Communicating Sequential Programming
paradigm has been described in [53], which is inspired on earlier work published in
[34]. The main feature of this compositional calculus is the introduction of a com-
munication invariant that describes the communication history of a program and its
components. In particular, this invariant defines which communication steps have
taken place and moreover, denotes in which order they have occurred. Accordingly,
the communication invariant models the interface of the program with its envi-
ronment, as it is expressed in terms of the visible communication actions without
making any reference to the internal structure of the program.

2.2. Verification of concurrent constraint programming

In developing a proof system for agent communication, we combine the ideas of the
above compositional proof system for csp with techniques from the proof system
for the Concurrent Constraint Programming paradigm, which has been reported in
(Boer et al. [7]). The main feature of the latter calculus is that it makes use of the
logic of the underlying constraint system to reason about the correctness of pro-
grams. That is, constraints themselves are viewed as descriptions of the behaviour
of a program. To illustrate this point, let us consider the following specification:

update��� sat ��

which expresses that after termination of the program update��� a particular asser-
tion � holds. This assertion � should be such that it expresses a suitable property of
the result of the execution of the program. An obvious candidate for this assertion
is the property that the information store, as computed by the program, contains
the information �. If we write this assertion simply as �, we obtain the specifica-
tion update��� sat �� which thus expresses that after the execution of the program
update���, the resulting store contains the information �.

In order to take account of the other programming constructs of ccp, the lan-
guage of assertions is enriched with some additional logical operations. For instance,
the parallel composition ‘&’ can be modelled by the conjunction of assertions:

update��� & update��� sat � ∧ �


This specification expresses that after the parallel execution of the actions
update��� and update���, the resulting information stores contains the infor-
mation � and �.
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An additional feature of this proof system for ccp is that the verification of the
parallel composition of programs can be straightforwardly derived from the verifi-
cation of its parallel components, without the necessity of testing for interference
freedom. This is in contrast to the non-logical shared-variable programming lan-
guages in which this test is necessary (Owicki and Gries, 1976).

2.3. Verification of agent communication

In this paper, we present a proof system to reason about the correctness of programs
that are expressed in the basic multiagent programming language acpl. It is used
to derive specifications that are of the following form:

A sat ��

where the assertion � not only describes the information stores as computed by the
agents in the system A but additionally specifies the communication behaviour that
is exhibited during the execution. Similar to the proof system for ccp, we consider
the partial correctness of programs, which says that � holds for all terminating
computations of the multiagent system A.

3. Multiagent systems

In this section, we define the basic multiagent programming language acpl.

3.1. Information

When agents in a multiagent system communicate with each other, they do this with
respect to some particular domain of discourse [19]. This domain can be anything
ranging from the objects in an unknown external world that the agents are exploring,
to, for instance, the quotations at the stock-exchange. In our abstract view on this
domain of discourse, we assume that there is some particular set of tokens that are
used to describe the basic pieces of information about it.

In order to be able to refer to the elements of the domain we adopt the tradi-
tional notion of a variable. Thus, a token contains variables and in saying that a
particular token is true of the domain, an agent constrains the interpretation of the
variables that occur in it. Therefore, these pieces of information are also referred
to as constraints [33].

For example, consider the situation of two agents negotiating for the price x
of a particular good [32], where the purpose of the negotiation is to determine a
value for x. The selling agent starts the negotiation with a proposal, which does not
directly constitute the final value for x, but rather denotes an upper bound on the
price of the good. That is, the buyer is not expected to pay a price that exceeds the
proposal, but can either accept the offer or can make a counteroffer. The purpose
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of such a counteroffer is to make up a lower bound on the price; i.e., the seller
is not expected to sell the good for a price less than the counteroffer; i.e., it can
either accept the counteroffer or propose a new offer. A typical example of this is
a scenario in which the buyer and the seller alternately put forward the following
constraints:

x ≤ 40� x ≥ 20� x ≤ 30� x ≥ 25� x ≤ 27� x ≥ 27


Thus, the seller proposes a price of 40, the buyer a price of 20, the seller a
price of 30 and so on. The negotiation stops if a value for x, namely 27, has been
determined and thus the price of the good has been finalised.

Having the notion of a token, let us consider the basic operations that are needed
for the manipulation of tokens. First of all, it should be possible to express that mul-
tiple tokens are true of particular elements in the domain of discourse, that is, we
need a conjunction operation ∧ to accumulate pieces of information. Secondly, it
should be possible to compare pieces of information with respect to their content;
that is, we need an operator � to test whether one particular piece of information
entails another piece of information. Additionally, we need the ability to hide infor-
mation. To support such a hiding facility, we introduce operators of the form ∃x

to express that the information on the variable x is hidden and not visible from
outside. For instance, the information ∃x��x = y + 5� ∧ x = 7� is equivalent to the
information y = 2. Finally, we need a substitution operation: ��y/x� denotes the
information that is obtained from the information � by replacing all the free occur-
rences of the variable x by occurrences of the variable y.

A set of tokens together with a conjunction operator ∧, an entailment relation �
and a set of hiding operators of the form ∃x, forms a constraint system [42]. The
application of constraint systems ranges from arithmetic [41] to the Blocks World
[22] to electronic negotiations as indicated above.

Agent communication languages, like the language kqml [17], can be thought of
being divided in different layers (see Figure 3). Constraint systems can be used to
represent the content layer of kqml, which involves information on the domain of
discourse. Additionally, we will represent the speech act types of the message layer of
kqml by corresponding operators on the underlying constraint system. For example,
a kqml expression consisting of a content expression � that is encapsulated in a
message wrapper containing the speech act untell is represented by the expression
untell���. We assume an extension of the entailment relation of the constraint

Communication mechanics of communication

Message speech act type

Content expression in an agreed
upon language

Figure 3. Layers of a kqml expression.
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system that includes these operators. For instance, given the constraints � and �,
we stipulate:

� � � ⇔ � � untell���


Assuming that � represents the belief base of an agent, this rule allows to state that
a specific constraint is not entailed.The anti-monotonicity property of the untell
operator is expressed by:

untell��� � untell��� ⇔ � � �


From now on, we will identify the speech act extension of a given constraint sys-
tem with the system itself. This means that a constraint � can be either a constraint
of the underlying constraint system or an application of a speech act to a constraint.
We refer to constraints of the constraint system itself as basic constraints.

In the next section, we will describe the basic mechanics of the kqml communi-
cation layer (see Figure 3), which involves aspects like senders, recipients, commu-
nication channels and synchronicity.

3.2. Syntax of the programming language

We now consider the actions that model the basic information-processing capa-
bilities of agents. They are of two different categories: actions query��� and
update��� for the interaction with the agent’s belief state, and communication
actions c?� and c!� for the interaction with other agents.

First of all, the execution of a basic action query��� consists in checking whether
the belief state of the agent entails the information �. If � is entailed by the belief
state then execution can proceed; otherwise execution is suspended. Secondly, the
execution of update��� consists in adding the information � to the current beliefs.
In this paper, we do not address the general issue of belief revision [20], where, in
order to keep a belief state consistent, beliefs should be removed as well [14].

The execution of the output action c!� consists in sending the constraint � along
the channel c, while the execution of an input action c?� consists in anticipating
the receipt of the constraint � along c. Output and input actions need to be syn-
chronised with each other; that is, an action c!� needs to be synchronised with a
matching action c?�, where matching means � � �; that is, the information � that
is sent entails the information � that is anticipated.

The general use of the entailment relation in the semantics of communication
actions allows us to abstract from among others the following :

—the particular syntax of information, for instance, untell�p ∧ q� entails
untell�q ∧ p�

—redundant logical strength, e.g., untell�p� entails untell�p ∧ q�.
—the kind of communicated information, e.g., simple constraints on the domain of

discourse or information containing speech acts.
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Note that the basic communication mechanism is synchronous, i.e., the receipt of
information takes place at the same time at which it is sent. Our choice for syn-
chronous communication is motivated by the fact that in the field of concurrency
theory, asynchronous communication can be modelled in terms of synchronous com-
munication [26]. After the introduction of the syntax of the programming language
we will show a corresponding modelling of asynchronous communication in our
agent framework by means of communication facilitators.

In order to give an example of some basic communications, we assume the follow-
ing rule for the kqml speech act ask, which is used to ask for specific information:

ask��� � ask��� ⇔ � � �


This rule expresses the anti-monotonicity of the ask speech act, which allows dia-
logues like the following.

Example 3.1. Consider an agent that performs the output action c!ask�p� to send
the question ask�p� along the channel c, followed by an input action c?p to antic-
ipate the receipt of the answer p. Additionally, consider an agent that executes
the input action c?ask�p ∧ q� to anticipate the receipt of the question ask�p ∧ q�
along c followed by the output action c!p ∧ q to send the answer p ∧ q. The two
agents’ subsequent actions can be synchronised since ask�p� � ask�p ∧ q� and
p ∧ q � p.

We have the following basic programming constructs to build more complex agent
behaviour: an operator ‘ · ’ for sequential composition, ‘&’ for parallelism inside
an agent, ‘

∑
’ for non-deterministic choice, ‘loc’ for local variable declarations,

P�x� denoting a procedure call and finally, skip denoting the empty statement.
Additionally, for the construction of multiagent systems we have an operator ‘�’
denoting the parallel composition of agents.

The syntax of the core of the programming language acpl is as follows.

Definition 3.2 (Syntax of programming language). Given a countable (possibly
infinite) index set I , statements S and multiagent systems A are defined as follows:

S ��= update��� · S  c!� · S  ∑
i∈I

ci?�i · Si 
∑
i∈I

query��i� · Si  S1 & S2  locyS  P�y�  skip

A ��= �D1� S1� � · · · � �Dn� Sn�

where � and �i denote basic constraints and � and �i may also contain speech
act operators, c and ci are channels, and the variable y ranges over a set Var of
logical variables. Additionally, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the set Di consists of procedure
declarations of the form P�x� �− S, where P is the name of the procedure from a set
Proc of procedure names, x is its formal parameter and the statement S constitutes
its body.
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For technical convenience, we assume that each procedure declaration has one
and the same formal parameter x. If the set Di is empty or clear from the context,
it is usually omitted from notation, in which case an agent �Di� Si� is simply written
as Si. We write the non-deterministic choice

∑
i∈I query��i� · Si also as follows:

query��1� · S1 + · · · + query��n� · Sn�

and the same for
∑

i∈I ci?�i · Si. Additionally we write a · skip simply as a, for
each action a. Note that belief states are not part of the syntax of the programming
language. As we will see in Section 4, they are an important part of the operational
model.

We illustrate the language by means of the following example.

Example 3.3. We consider a situation of two agents that are involved in a conversa-
tion of which the goal is to establish that the proposition p holds [5]. The individual
programs of these agents, Agent1 and Agent2, are depicted in Figure 4 and Figure 5,
respectively. We assume that the conversation proceeds along the communication
channels c and d.

The first step of Agent1 is to send the question ask�p�. After this, it anticipates
two possible replies from its communication partner: an answer p, after which the
belief state is updated with p and the agent terminates, or a counter question
ask�q1 ∧ q2�. Note that for any other reply of its communication partner no reaction
is defined; such replies will thus lead to a deadlock. However, the program can be
straightforwardly accommodated to handle other types of replies, but for reasons
of brevity we have not done this here.

In the latter case, after receipt of a counter question ask�q1 ∧ q2� there are two
possible scenarios. First, the agent verifies that q1 ∧ q2 follows from its belief state,
after which the answer q1 ∧ q2 is sent, the reply p is anticipated, and upon receipt, p
is added to the belief state. Or secondly, the implication �r1 ∨ r2� → �q1 ∧ q2� holds,1

after which the counter question ask�r1 ∨ r2� is sent, the corresponding answer

Figure 4. Program of Agent1.
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Figure 5. Program of Agent2.

r1 ∨ r2 is anticipated, upon receipt, the information r1 ∨ r2 is added to the store,
the reply q1 ∧ q2 is sent to the communication partner, the answer p is anticipated,
after which, finally, the information p is added to the agent’s beliefs.

The program of Agent2 is similar. Initially, it anticipates the receipt of a question
ask�p�. Then, upon receipt, if the proposition p immediately follows from its belief
state it replies with the answer p and terminates, or alternatively, if the implication
q1 → p holds then it replies with the counter question ask�q1�. In the latter case,
it anticipates two possible replies of its communication partner: an answer q1 after
which q1 is added to the store and the agent truthfully sends the reply p, or a
counter question ask�r1� after which the agent checks that r1 holds, sends the reply
r1, anticipates a reply q1, upon receipt, adds q1 to its belief state and finally replies
with p.

In the following, we will use the name TwoAgents to refer to the multiagent system
that consists of the parallel composition Agent1 � Agent2 of the above agents.

In our framework, the basic form of dialogue is synchronous. However, various
forms of asynchronous communication can be modelled. In the next example, we
show how we can model a form of dialogue that consists of sending asynchronously a
question and subsequently receiving the answer without waiting for it. The question
will be handled by a communication facilitator that is associated with the addressed
agent.

Example 3.4. Sending a question ask��� along a channel c without waiting for its
answer (to be received along a channel d) can be described by the following code:

c!ask��� · �S1 & �d?� · S2���

where S1 represents the remaining activities of the agent and S2 represents the
agent’s subsequent response to the answer.

Secondly, the corresponding receipt of a question ask��� along a channel c,
where � � �, will be handled by the addressed agent’s communication facilitator
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Fac which satisfies the following recursive equation:

Fac �−c?ask��� · ��i?��� · d!��� & Fac��

where i denotes an internal channel connecting the facilitator with the agent. Note
that consequently this facilitator in fact describes a bag of received requests (along
channel c) for answering �.

Obviously, this basic form of asynchronous dialogue can be extended to more
involved patterns of interaction.

As an additional example we consider the kqml speech acts ask_one, which
is used to ask for one instantiation of the specified question. In the concurrency
framework of acp [3], value-passing can be modelled by synchronisation of actions
and non-deterministic choice. Similarly, in our framework, we can model the gen-
eration and communication of solutions to constraints as described by the kqml
speech acts like ask_one in the following way.

Example 3.5. Anticipated responses (to be received along channel c) to the kqml
expression ask_one��� can be modelled as follows:

∑
i∈I

c?���i� · Si�

where the set ��i  i ∈ I� denotes the set of all suitable substitutions, ���i� denotes
the application of the substitution �i to � and Si represents the corresponding sub-
sequent reaction.

For instance, consider the question ask_one�price�x� item464�� to ask for the
price of a particular item. Let us assume that prices can be any natural num-
ber between 0 and 1000. The reception of an answer to the question can then
be described by:∑

i∈�0

1000�
c?price�i� item464� · Si


We assume for each multiagent system an underlying network of communication
channels.

Definition 3.6 (Communication channels). We consider communication channels
that are one-to-one, which means that each channel is a connection between two
different agents. Additionally, we assume channels to be directed, which means that
one of the agents uses it to send information, but cannot use it to receive informa-
tion, while the other agent uses it to receive information, but cannot use it to send
information. In particular, a communication channel c is of the form:

�cin� cout�


The first element cin of the tuple denotes the input port of the channel, to which
information is sent, and cout constitutes the output port, along which information
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can be received. Given a multiagent system, we use the notation porti to denote the
set of ports the agent i in the system can use.

For instance, in the multiagent system TwoAgents from Example 3.3, the set port1
that is associated with Agent1 consists of the ports cout and din, while the set port2
of Agent2 is comprised of the ports cin and dout.

4. Operational semantics

In this section, we define the operational semantics of the multiagent programming
language.

4.1. Histories

In the operational model of the language, there is a central role for the histories of
communication. These histories are composed of the visible communication actions
that are performed by an agent, and as such constitute its interface to the other
agents in a system. The purpose of the histories is to enable a compositional proof
system, which does not assume any knowledge about the internal structure of the
agents in a system other than their interface.

Definition 4.1 (Local and global histories). Given a constraint system �, we define
the set �loc of local histories to be the smallest set that satisfies  ∈ �loc, where  
denotes the empty history, and secondly, if h ∈ �loc, c ∈ chan and � ∈ �, then
h · �c� �� ∈ �loc. Additionally, the set �glob of global histories is the smallest set
that satisfies  ∈ �glob and if h ∈ �glob, c ∈ chan and ��� ∈ � with � � �, then
h · �c� �� �� ∈ �glob. Moreover, the set � of histories is the union of the sets �loc and
�glob. Usually, we abbreviate  · h to h.

A local history is a sequence of elements of the form �c� ��, which records a
communication step along the channel c that involves the information �. Depending
on the fact with which agent the local history is associated, the information � either
represents information that has been sent or information that has been anticipated
to be received along the channel c. For instance, for an agent that is associated with
the input ports cin and the output port dout, the following local history:

�c� �� · �c� �� · �d� � ∧ ��

records a sequence of communication steps in which first the receipt of the informa-
tion � is anticipated along c, followed by an anticipated receipt of the information
� via c, and concluded with the emittance of the information �∧ � along the chan-
nel d. On the other hand, for an agent that is associated with the output port cout

and input port din, the sequence �c� �� · �c� �� · �d� �� denotes a local communi-
cation history in which first the information � is sent along the channel c, which
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is succeeded by the emittance of the information � along c, and followed by the
anticipated receipt of the information � along the channel d.

A global history is a sequence of elements that are of the form �c� �� ��, which
records a communication step along the channel c in which the information � is sent
and the information � is anticipated to be received, where it is required that the
information � entails the information �. For instance, the following global history:

�c� �� �� · �c� �� �� · �d� � ∧ ����

denotes a sequence of successive communication steps. In the first step, the infor-
mation � is sent and anticipated to be received along the channel c, while in the
second communication step the information � is both sent and anticipated along c.
Finally, in the third communication, the information � ∧ � is sent along the chan-
nel d while the information � is anticipated. The latter is a valid communication
step since the information � is entailed by the sent information � ∧ �.

We define the following operations on local and global histories.

Definition 4.2 (Operations on histories).

—Consider a global history h ∈ �glob and a set G of ports such that

cin ∈ G ⇒ cout �∈ G

for all channels c, which means that G does not contain both the input and the
output port of a channel. The reason for this assumption is that G represents
the ports that are used by a particular agent, which cannot have access to
both the input and output port of a channel. We define the local history h � G
in �loc as follows:

 � G =  

h · �c� �� �� � G =



h � G · �c� �� if cout ∈ G

h � G · �c� �� if cin ∈ G

h � G otherwise

— Given a history h ∈ �loc and a variable x ∈ Var, we define ∃xh to be the history
that derives from h by replacing each constraint � that occurs in a communica-
tion record in h by the constraint ∃x�.

— For each history h ∈ �loc and for all variables x and y in Var, we define h�y/x�
to be the local history that derives from h by replacing each constraint � by the
constraint ��y/x�, which denotes � in which the variable x is renamed to y.

— Given a natural number n and a history h ∈ � , we use the notation h�n� to
denote the n-th element of h. Additionally, we write #h to denote the number
of communication records in h.

Thus, h � G is a local history that derives from the global history h by removing
all communication records that do not involve a port in G and additionally, by
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replacing each communication record �c� �� �� by the record �c� �� if cout in G and
by �c� �� if cin in G. For instance, let the global history h be given by:

�c� �� �� · �c� �� �� · �d� � ∧ �����

the projection h � �cin� dout� of h with respect to the ports cin and dout is defined
by �c� �� · �c� �� · �d� � ∧ ��, while the projection h � �cout� din� is given by �c� �� ·
�c� �� · �d� ��.

Furthermore, ∃xh denotes the application of the hiding operator ∃x to each
constraint in the local history h. For instance, we have that ∃x��c� �� · �c� ��� is
given by the history �c� ∃x�� · �c� ∃x��. Moreover, h�y/x� denotes the application of
the renaming operator �y/x� to each constraint in h, as illustrated by: ��c� �� ·
�c� ����y/x� which is equal to �c� ��y/x�� · �c� ��y/x��. Finally, for h = �c� �� ·
�c� ��, we have h�1� = �c� �� and h�#h� = �c� ��.

4.2. Transition system

We define the operational semantics of the programming language by means of
a transition system, which is used for the formal derivation of transitions [38]. A
transition is of the form: A

l−→ A′, which denotes a computation step of the mul-
tiagent system A, where A′ constitutes the resulting configuration of the system.
The label l can be of several forms: a label  is employed to denote that a tran-
sition does not involve communication, a label �c� �� is used to denote that the
transition is a local communication step in which the information � is either sent
or anticipated to be received along the channel c (depending on which port of the
channel is employed), and a label of the form �c� �� �� is employed to denote a
global communication step in which the information � is sent and the information
� is anticipated to be received along the channel c, such that � entails �.

The transition system is defined over agent configurations that are of the form:

�D�S����

where D is a set of procedure declarations, the statement S denotes the agent
program to be executed and � denotes the agent’s belief state or information store,
which is represented by a basic constraint from the constraint system. Note that
a finite set of constraints can be represented by one constraint. Normally, if the
set D of procedure declarations is clear from the context we omit it from notation
by writing the configuration simply as �S� ��. Additionally, a configuration of a
multiagent system that consists of n different agents, is of the form:

�A�$��

where A is the parallel composition of the individual agent programs and $ �
�1� n� → � denotes the state of the system, which is a function that associates
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with each agent i ∈ �1� n� in the system its corresponding belief state $�i�, which is
represented by a basic constraint from the underlying constraint system �.

In defining the dynamics of this state, we use the variant notation $�i �→ ��, which
denotes the function that behaves like $ except for the input i, for which it yields
the output �. Moreover, we write $�i �→ �� j �→ �� instead of $�i �→ ���j �→ ��.

Definition 4.3 (Operational semantics). We define the following local and global
transition rules:

T1 �skip� ��  −→ �E���
T2 �c!� · S� �� �c���−→ �S� ��
T3 �update��� · S� ��  −→ �S� � ∧ ��
T4 �∑i∈I query��i� · Si� ��  −→ �Sj� �� if j ∈ I and � � �j

T5 �∑i∈I ci?�i · Si� ��
�cj ��j �−→ �Sj� �� if j ∈ I

T6 �S1� �� h−→ �S ′
1� �

′�
�S1 & S2� �� h−→ �S ′

1 & S2� �
′�

�S2 & S1� �� h−→ �S2 & S ′
1� �

′�
T7 �S� ∃x� ∧ �� h−→ �S ′� �′�

�loc�
xS� ��

∃xh−→ �loc�′
x S

′� � ∧ ∃x�
′�

T8
�S� ∃x� ∧ x = y� h−→ �S ′� �′�

�reny
xS� �� h�y/x�−→ �reny

xS ′� � ∧ ∃x�
′�

T9 �D�P�y�� ��  −→ �D�reny
xS� �� where P�x� �−S ∈ D.

T10
�Si� $�i��  −→ �S ′

i� �i�
�· · · � Si � · · · � $ �  −→ �· · · � S ′

i � · · · � $�i �→ �i��

T11
�Si� $�i��

�c���−→ �S ′
i� �i�� �Sj� $�j��

�c���−→ �S ′
j � �j�

�· · · Si � · · · � Sj · · · � $�
�c�����−→ �· · · S ′

i � · · · � S ′
j · · · � $ ′�

where agent i is associated with the output port cout and agent j with the input port
cin and $ ′ = $�i �→ �i� j �→ �j�. Note that in the communication record �c� �� ��
it is required that � � �.

The transition T1, in which the symbol E denotes successful termination, shows
that the statement skip leaves the agent’s information store � intact and does not
involve communication as denoted by the label  .

In the transition T2, the label �c� �� expresses that the information � is sent along
the (output port of the) channel c. Note that we do not assume the sincerity condition
[37] here; that is, the communicated information � is not required to follow from
the agent’s information store �. However, a programmer can accomplish sincerity
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by letting each communication action precede by a test that � indeed follows from
the information store:

query��� · c!�


In this case, the communication action will only be executed in case the test
query��� has been successfully executed first.

Transition T3 shows that the execution of the action update��� amounts to the
addition of the information � to the belief state �. Additionally, T4 defines that
if the information �j follows from the information store �, the non-deterministic
choice over a set of statements, each of which is guarded by a query action, evolves
itself to a configuration in which Sj denotes the statement to be executed next. Note
that in case none of the constraints �j follows from the store, the execution of the
non-deterministic choice is suspended.

In the transition rule T5, the non-deterministic choice over a set of statements,
each of which is guarded by an action ci?�i, can evolve itself to a configuration in
which the statement Sj is to be executed next. The label �cj� �j� denotes the antic-
ipation of the receipt of the information �j along the (input port of the) channel
cj . Note that the information �j is not automatically added to the belief state. The
addition of this information can be established through a subsequent execution of
the update operator:

cj?�j · update��j�


Again, note that in case none of the constraints �j is received, the execution of the
non-deterministic choice is suspended.

The rule T6 for internal parallelism shows how the transition of a parallel state-
ment can be derived from a transition of one of its parallel operands.

With respect to the transition rule T7, the syntax is extended with a construct of
the form loc�

xS, where x is a local variable and � collects the information about
this local variable. In particular, using this construction, the statement locxS can
be modelled as loctrue

x S, which reflects that initially there are no constraints on the
local variable x.

The idea of rule T7 is that the transition of the construct loc�
xS is derived from

the transition of the statement S. In order to achieve this, we need to replace the
information about the global variable x in the state � (if present) by the information
� about the local variable x. This yields the state ∃x� ∧ �. The statement S is then
executed relative to this state. After the computation step, �′ denotes the new
state and S ′ represents the part of S that still remains to be executed. In order to
obtain from �′ the resulting store, we remove from it the information about the
local variable x and add the remainder to the old information store �, yielding
the new state � ∧ ∃x�

′. Note that it is essential here that the information store
exhibits a monotonically increasing behaviour, otherwise it would make no sense to
incorporate � in the resulting state. Finally, the information �′ concerning the local
variable x needs to be stored for later use; hence, the statement loc�′

x S
′ denotes

the part of the program that needs to be executed next.
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Additionally, whereas information about global variables can be communicated
to other agents, the idea of an agent’s local variables is that they are private to the
agent and therefore cannot be referred to in communications. This explains why in
T7 the information about the local variable x in a communication is existentially
quantified, yielding a label ∃xh of the form �c� ∃x�� in case h is of the form �c� ��.

In order to facilitate the operational description of procedure calls, we introduce
a special renaming construct of the form reny

xS, which denotes the statement S in
which the variable x is renamed to y. The transition rule T8 for renaming is similar
to T7.

Additionally, the transition of a procedure call is given by an execution of the body
of the procedure in which the formal parameter x is renamed to y, as described
by T9. We take renx

xS to be equal to S. That is, if the actual parameter of the
procedure is the same as the formal one, then no renaming needs to take place.

Finally, the global transition of a multiagent system is derived from a local tran-
sition of one of its agents, as described by the rule T10, or is derived from the
local transitions of two communicating agents, as defined in the transition rule T11,
where the label �c� �� �� reflects a communication step in which the information �
is sent along the channel c and � is anticipated to be received along it. It is required
that � is entailed by �.

4.3. Observable behaviour of multiagent systems

In this section, we define the behaviour of multiagent systems that is visible to
an external observer. The observable behaviour of an agent is defined over the
domain �loc = ℘�� × �loc�, which consists of sets of local traces ��� h�, where �
is the agent’s final information store and h its local communication history. For a
multiagent system that consists of n agents, the observational behaviour is defined
over the domain �glob = ℘���1� n� → �� × �glob�, which is comprised of sets of
global traces �$� h�, where $ is a function that assigns each agent identifier i ∈ �1� n�
its final information store $�i�, and h is the global communication history of the
system.

Additionally, we use the following notation:

A
h�⇒ B

to denote that the system A can evolve itself into B through executing the commu-
nication actions as collected in the history h. Moreover, for each agent configuration
�S� ��, we write �S� �� −→/ to denote that it has terminated, which means that from
�S� �� there are no further transitions possible (neither an internal computation step
nor a communication step). Additionally, for each multiagent system configuration
�A� $� we use the notation �A� $� �−→/ to denote its termination, which means that
each of its agents has terminated; that is, for each agent configuration �Si� $�i��
in A, we have that �Si� $�i�� −→/ holds. The behaviour of agents and multiagent
systems that is visible to an external observer is defined as follows.
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Definition 4.4 (Observable behaviour �). For each agent S and for each multia-
gent system A, the observable behaviour ��S� ⊆ �loc and the observable behaviour
��A� ⊆ �glob are defined as follows:

��S� = ���� h�  exist �0 and T such that �S� �0�
h�⇒ �T � �� −→/ �

��A� = ��$� h�  exist $0 and B such that �A�$0�
h�⇒ �B� $� �−→/ �


Thus, from an agent and multiagent system we observe the exhibited communi-
cation history and the final information stores, where we quantify over all possible
initial stores �0 and $0. In particular, this notion of observable behaviour models
the strongest postcondition of an agent and a multiagent system [12]. Moreover, this
notion of observable behaviour is suited to observe successful computations and
abstracts from situations of deadlock.2 For an analysis of the deadlock behaviour of
agent systems see [6].

Example 4.5. Let us consider the observable behaviour of the multiagent system
TwoAgents from Example 3.3, which is depicted in Figure 6. It contains three differ-
ent types of histories. The first history reflects the case that Agent2 has the propo-
sition p as one of its beliefs. The conversation then simply consists of the question
ask�p� followed by the answer p.

The second history additionally contains an embedded subconversation in which
the question ask�q1� is posed while the question ask�q1 ∧ q2� is anticipated. Suc-
cessful communication takes place since q1 is entailed by q1 ∧ q2. Additionally, the
answer is q1 ∧ q2 is sent while the answer q1 is anticipated. Again, successful com-
munication takes place since q1 is entailed by q1 ∧ q2. The third history comprises
yet another embedded subconversation which involves the propositions r1 and r2.

Note that in all final states $ in ��TwoAgents� the proposition p has become
shared information; that is, p is entailed by both $�1� and $�2�.

Figure 6. Observable behaviour of TwoAgents.
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4.4. Compositional semantics

In this section, we define a compositional semantics � � for the multiagent language
acpl, satisfying the inclusion � ⊆ � �, that will form the basis for the verification
calculus developed in Section 6.

First, we define the following semantic operations on �loc.

Definition 4.6 (Operations on traces). We define the following semantic opera-
tors, where � , �1 and �2 ∈ �loc.

�c� �� · � = ���� �c� �� · h�  ��� h� ∈ � �

�1 &�2 = ���� h�  ��� h1� ∈ �1� ��� h2� ∈ �2�

h is an interleaving of h1 and h2�

∃x� = ���� h�  exists ��′� h′� ∈ � with

∃x�
′ = ∃x� and ∃xh

′ = ∃xh�

� �y/x� = ����y/x�� h�y/x��  ��� h� ∈ � �


The set �c� �� · � consists of all local traces ��� h� in � in which the history
h is extended with the communication record �c� ��. Additionally, the set �1 &�2
consists of the traces ��� h�, such that ��� h1� in �1 and ��� h2� in �2 and the history
h can be obtained from an interleaving of the histories h1 and h2. The set ∃x�
consists of all traces that are equal to a trace in � except for the constraints on the
variable x. For instance, for � and �′ that are defined by:

� ≡ �y = x + 3� ∧ �x = 2�

�′ ≡ �y = x + 4� ∧ �x = 1��

we have ��� �c� ��� ∈ ∃x���� �c� �
′���, since ∃x� = ∃x�

′ = �y = 5�. Finally, the set
� �y/x� consists of all traces from � in which the variable x is renamed to y.

As sets of information stores that share some particular piece of information play
an important role in the proof system, we introduce a special notation for them.
That is, we introduce the notion of an upward closure of a constraint, which is given
by the set of constraints that entail it.

Definition 4.7 (Closure of constraints). Given a constraint system �, and a con-
straint � ∈ �, we define its upward closure as follows: ↑ � = ��  � ∈ � and � � ��


The language acpl contains recursive procedures. In order to model recursion,
we employ an environment e ∈ Env which is a partial function

e � Proc → �loc�

where Proc is a set of procedure names. The function e is used to map a procedure
name P ∈ Proc to its actual denotation e�P� in �loc, which is given by the least
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fixpoint of the procedure with respect to the subset-ordering [31]. Given a function
F , we use the notation /F to denote such a least fixpoint.

The compositional semantics � � is defined as follows.

Definition 4.8 (Compositional semantics). For each agent S, its denotational
semantics �S� � Env → �loc is defined as follows:

�skip��e� = � × � �

�c!� · S��e� = �c� �� · �S��e�
�update��� · S��e� = �↑ �× �loc� ∩ �S��e�[[∑

i

query��i� · Si

]]
�e� = ⋂

i

���\ ↑ �i�× � �� ∪
⋃
i

�↑ �i × �loc� ∩ �Si��e�
[[∑

i

ci?�i · Si

]]
�e� = ⋃

i

�ci� �i� · �Si��e�

�S1 & S2��e� = �S1��e�& �S2��e�
�locxS��e� = ∃x�S��e�

�D�P�y���e� = �D�P�x���e��y/x�

�D�P�x���e� =
{
/F if P�x� �− S ∈ D

e�P� otherwise

where F �� �=�D′� S��e�P �→ � ��
D′ =D \ �P�x� �−S�


Additionally, for each multiagent system S, its denotational semantics �A� ⊆ �glob
is defined as follows:

�S1 � · · · � Sn� = ��$� h�  �$�i�� h � porti� ∈ �Si�� for all i ∈ �1� n���

where �Si� abbreviates �Si��e� for all environments e.

Interpreting � � as �, we have that the observable behaviour of skip consists of
the traces with an arbitrary information store (since we quantify over all initial infor-
mation stores) together with an empty local communication history 0. From c!� · S
we observe the traces starting with the communication record �c� �� followed by
the observable behaviour of S. The behaviour that we observe from update��� · S
is given by the observable behaviour of S with the additional requirement that the
traces’ resulting information store entails �.

The observable behaviour
∑

i query��i� · Si is given by the observable behaviour
of each Si with the additional requirement that the traces’ resulting information
store entails �i. Additionally, the observable behaviour comprises all unsuccessfully
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terminating traces that contain an information store that does not entail any of the
constraints �i and that contain an empty communication history.

From
∑

i ci?�i · Si we observe the traces that start with a communication record
�ci� �i� followed by the observable behaviour of Si, for all i. The observable
behaviour of the parallel composition S1 & S2 is given by traces that form an inter-
leaving of the communication histories of the traces of S1 and S2 that have the same
final information store. The observable behaviour of locxS is derived from the
observable behaviour of S by abstracting from the variable x. The behaviour that
we observe from a procedure call P�y� is derived from that of a procedure dec-
laration P�x� (remember our assumption that each procedure has x as its formal
parameter) by renaming the variable x to y.

The observable behaviour of a procedure declaration P�x� is given by its least fix-
point. Such a fixpoint is recorded in the environment e. In the equation for �P�x��,
the procedure declaration is removed from the set D yielding the set D′ and its
denotation � is added to the environment e; i.e., e�P �→ � � denotes the function
that behaves like e except for the input P for which it yields the output � . Note
that only in the equations for procedure calls, we have made explicit the set D of
procedure declarations; in the other cases, this set is omitted from notation.

Finally, from a multiagent system we observe global traces that consist of a store
$ collecting the individual agent belief states $�i� and a global communication
history h that is in correspondence with the local communication histories h � porti,
for each i.

We have the following correspondence between the notion of observable
behaviour and the above introduced semantics � �.
Lemma 4.9 (Correspondence between � and � �). For all statements S and agent
systems A, we have:

��S� ⊆ �S�
��A� ⊆ �A�

Proof: The claim follows from a slight modification of the corresponding proof for
ccp in [8]. We omit the details here. �

The semantics � � forms the basis for the verification calculus that is developed
in Section 6. First, in Section 5, we design an assertion language to specify agent
communication behaviour.

5. Assertion languages

In this section, we introduce a language that is suited to reason about the communi-
cation behaviour of agents and multiagent systems. It is comprised of a local and a
global assertion language, which each contain two types of assertions: assertions that
express properties of the computed information stores, and assertions that express
properties of the communication history.
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Definition 5.1 (Local assertion language). The language �loc of local assertions is
given by the following grammar, which defines the syntax of history expressions he,
communication record expressions ce, number expressions ne and assertions �.

he ��= t    ce · he
ce ��= �c� ��  he�ne�
ne ��= n  i  #he

� ��= Bn�  ce1 = ce2  ne1 ≤ ne2  ¬� 
�1 ∧�2  ∃t�  ∃x�  ��y/x�  ∃i�

where t ranges over the set His Var of history variables, which we assume to con-
tain a distinguished history variable h that has a special interpretation, namely the
particular history that is under consideration. Moreover, c ranges over communica-
tion channels, � over constraints, � over basic constraints, n over natural numbers
constants, i over the variables to denote natural numbers, and x� y range over the
logical variables in Var. Moreover, we assume the usual logical abbreviations for
universal quantification ∀t and ∀i, disjunction ∨, implication → and so on.

A history expression he in the language �loc is either a history variable t, the empty
history  , or a communication record ce that is appended to a history he. Additionally,
a communication record expression ce is either a communication record of the form
�c� ��, or the ne-th element of a history he. Additionally, a number expression ne
is either a natural number n, a number variable i that is used to denote indices of
histories, or an expression of the form #he that denotes the length of the history he.

Finally, an assertion � of the form Bn� denotes that the agent n has � in its
information store, or in other words that agent n believes the formula � to hold.
Furthermore, an assertion can be an equation between two communication record
expressions, can be of the form ne1 ≤ ne2 expressing that the natural number
denoted by ne1 is less than or equal to the natural number denoted by ne2, can
be the negation of an assertion, the conjunction of two assertions or an assertion in
which is quantified over a variable t denoting a history. Additionally, an assertion
can be of the form ∃x�, which expresses that in the assertion � the variable x is
a local variable, an assertion of the form ��y/x�, which expresses that in the asser-
tion � the variable x is renamed to y, or an assertion ∃i� in which is quantified
over the number variable i.

The language �loc constitutes a basic assertion language. It can be extended with
more involved user-defined predicates.

Example 5.2. We consider a predicate h1 ≤ h2 that is defined by:

h1 ≤ h2 ⇔ #h1 ≤ #h2 ∧ ∀i��1 ≤ i ∧ i ≤ #h1� → h1�i� = h2�i���

which expresses that the history h1 is an initial prefix of the history h2. Additionally,
we define h1 = h2 ⇔ h1 ≤ h2 ∧ h2 ≤ h1, which expresses that two histories are
equal if they are an initial prefix of each other.
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Another example of a user-defined predicate is h ∈ h1 &h2 defined by:

h ∈  &  ⇔ h =  

h ∈ h1 &h2 ⇔ h ∈ �h1 ❚h2� ∨ h ∈ �h2 ❚h1�

h ∈ ��c� �� · h1�❚h2 ⇔ ∃h3 �h = �c� �� · h3 ∧ h3 ∈ �h1 &h2���

where ❚ denotes the leftmerge operator of [3]. Thus, the predicate h ∈ h1 &h2
expresses that the history h is an element of the set of interleavings of the histories
h1 and h2.

Definition 5.3 (Global assertion language). The language �glob of global assertions
is given by the following grammar.

he ��= t    ce · he  he � G
ce ��= �c� �� ��  he�ne�
ne ��= n  i  #he

� ��= Bn�  ce1 = ce2  ne1 ≤ ne2  ¬� 
�1 ∧�2  ∃t�  ∃x�  ��y/x�  ∃i�

where t ranges over the set His Var of history variables, which contains a distin-
guished history variable h. Moreover, G ranges over sets of ports, c ranges over
communication channels, � and � over constraints, where in �c� �� �� it is required
that � � �, the meta-variable n ranges over natural numbers constants, i over the
variables to denote natural numbers, and x� y range over the logical variables in Var.

The global assertion language �glob is almost equal to the local assertion language
�loc except that it concerns global histories of communication records of the form
�c� �� �� and additionally contains history expressions that are of the form he � G,
denoting the projection of the history he to the set G of ports.

Example 5.4. Consider a multiagent system that is comprised of an agent n with
port cout and an agent m with port cin. We introduce the following global assertion � :

∀i�h�i� = �c�insert����insert���� → Bm���

where the kqml speech act insert is characterised by the following entailment
relation:

insert��� � insert��� ⇔ � � � and � � �


Note that thus this rule requires that in a communication involving the actions
c!insert��� and c?insert���, the constraint � is logically equivalent to �. So,
for instance, we have that neither c!insert�p� and c?insert�p ∧ q� match nor
do c!insert�p ∧ q� and c?insert�p�.
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The above assertion expresses that if at a particular point in the communication
history h, communication between the agents n and m along the channel c has taken
place, where insert��� is sent and insert��� is anticipated to be received, and
thus � � � and � � �, then the agent m has � in its final store.

Note that this assertion can be used to verify that a multiagent system A complies
with the semantics of the kqml speech act insert, i.e., to verify that Asat � holds
(see Section 6).

Next, we consider the semantics of the local and global assertion language. First,
we define the value of expressions.

Definition 5.5 (Value of expressions). The value Val�e��s� of an expression e is
defined as follows, where the assignment s is a function that maps number variables
to numbers and history variables to histories:

Val�t��s� = s�t�

Val� ��s� =  

Val�ce · he��s� = Val�ce��s� · Val�he��s�
Val��c� ����s� = �c� ��

Val�he�ne���s� = Val�he��s��Val�ne��s��

Val�n��s� = n

Val�i��s� = s�i�

Val�#he��s� = #Val�he��s�

We define the satisfaction relation �� h = �, which expresses that the information
store � and the local history h ∈ �loc satisfy the local assertion � ∈ �loc.

Definition 5.6 (Satisfaction of local assertions). The satisfaction relation �� h,
s =�, where h ∈ �loc is a local history, � a constraint in �, s an assignment and �
and assertion in �loc, is defined as follows:

�� h� s = Bn� ⇔ � � �

�� h� s = �ce1 = ce2� ⇔ Val�ce1��s� = Val�ce2��s�

�� h� s = �ne1 ≤ ne2� ⇔ Val�ne1��s� ≤ Val�ne2��s�

�� h� s = ¬� ⇔ �� h� s �= �

��h� s = �1 ∧�2 ⇔ �� h� s = �1 and �� h� s = �2

�� h� s = ∃t� ⇔ exists h′ ∈ �loc with �� h� s�t �→ h′� = �

��h� s = ∃x� ⇔ exist �′and h′ with �′� h′� s�h �→ h′� = ��

∃x� = ∃x�
′ and ∃xh = ∃xh

′

�� h� s = ��y/x� ⇔ exist �′ and h′ with �′� h′� s�h �→ h′� = ��

� = �′�y/x� and h = h′�y/x�
�� h� s = ∃i� ⇔ exists n ∈ � with �� h� s�i �→ n� = ��
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where � denotes the natural numbers. Additionally, �� h = � holds if �� h� s = �
for all assignments s with s�h� = h. Finally, we have = �, if �� h = � holds for all
� and h.

Thus, the construction �� h = � expresses that the information store � and the
history h satisfy the assertion �, in which the distinguished history variable h is
interpreted as the history h.

For instance, if � � � we have:

�� h1 · �c�insert���� · h2 = ∀i �h�i� = �c�insert���� → Bm���

where h1 and h2 denote some local histories that do not contain the speech act
insert.

Definition 5.7 (Satisfaction of global assertions). The definition of the satisfaction
relation $� h� s = � for global states $, global histories h ∈ �glob and global asser-
tions � proceeds in a similar way as that for local assertions; that is, the clauses
need to be lifted to the level of multiagent systems. We mention $� h� s = Bn� ⇔
$�n� � �. Additionally, we need to add one extra clause to the definition of the
value of expressions: Val�he � G��s� = Val�he��s� � G.

For instance, if $�m� � � and � is logically equivalent to � we have:

$� h1 · �c�insert����insert���� · h2 =
∀i �h�i� = �c�insert����insert���� → Bm���

where h1 and h2 denote some global histories that do not contain the speech act
insert.

6. Compositional verification calculus

In this section, we define a compositional proof system for the programming lan-
guage acpl. Let us first define the notion of a correctness formula.

Definition 6.1 (Correctness formula). A local correctness formula is of the form:
S sat �, where S is an agent and � is a local assertion in �loc. Additionally, a global
correctness formula is of the form: A sat �� where A is a multiagent system and �
is a global assertion in �glob.

The semantics of correctness formula is defined as follows.

Definition 6.2 (Validity of correctness formula). A local correctness formula
S sat � is valid, which we write as = S sat �, if for all ��� h� ∈ ��S� we have
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�� h = �. A global correctness formula A sat � is valid, which we write as
= A sat �, if for all �$� h� ∈ ��A� we have $� h = �.

We define the following proof system to reason about the correctness of agents
and multiagent systems. It consists of one axiom and a collection of rules, which
closely follow the equations of the compositional semantics � �.

Definition 6.3 (Proof rules). We write � S sat � to denote that the correctness
formula S sat � can be derived by means of the following axiom and proof rules.
Similarly, we use the notation � A sat �.

R1 skip sat h =  

R2
S sat �

c!� · S sat�
where � ≡ ∃t ���t/h� ∧ h = �c� �� · t�

R3
S sat �

update��� · S sat � ∧ Bj�

where j denotes the identifier of the corresponding agent

R4
Si sat �i� for all i∑
i query��i� · Si sat �

where � ≡ �
∧

i ¬Bj�i ∧ h =  �∨∨
i��i ∧ Bj�i� and j denotes the identifier of the

corresponding agent

R5
Si sat �i� for all i∑

i ci?�i · Si sat �
where � ≡ ∨

i ∃t ��i�t/h� ∧ h = �ci� �i� · t�

R6
S1 sat �1S2 sat �2

S1 & S2 sat �
where � ≡ ∃t1t2 ��1�t1/h� ∧�2�t2/h� ∧ h ∈ �t1 & t2��

R7
S sat �

locxS sat ∃x�

R8
P�x� sat �

P�y� sat ��y/x�

R9
D′� P�x� sat � � D′� S sat �

D�P�x� sat �
where P�x� �−S in D and D′ = D \ �P�x� �−S�.

R10
S sat � = � → �

S sat �
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R11
Si sat �i for all i ∈ �1� n�

S1 � · · · � Sn sat �
where � ≡ ∧

i �i��h � porti�/h�

R12
A sat � = � → �

A sat �

Note that whereas ��y/x� constitutes an assertion, constructions of the form ��h/h�
are not assertions, but denote the application of the substitution of the history h for
the history variable h in the assertion �.

Example 6.4 (Proof rule for multiagent systems). To illustrate rule R11, let us
consider a system of two agents: an agent S1 that employs the port cout and an
agent S2 that employs the port cin. We have:

S1 sat h = �c� �� S2 sat h = �c� ��

S1 � S2 sat �

where the global assertion � is given by:

h � cout = �c� �� ∧ h � cin = �c� ���

which is logically equivalent to the assertion h = �c� �� ��.

Next, we show the soundness of the proof system.

Theorem 6.5 (Soundness).

— � S sat � implies = S sat �,
— � A sat � implies = A sat �.

Proof: We show a stronger result, namely that if � S sat � then for all ��� h� ∈ �S�
we have �� h = �. Via Lemma 4.9 we can subsequently derive = S sat �. Similarly,
we show that if � A sat � then for all �$� h� ∈ �A� we have $� h = �. The proof
proceeds by induction on the length of the derivation.

First of all, we consider the axiom R1. Suppose � skip sat h =  . We have
to show that for all ��� h� ∈ �skip� we have �� h = �h =  �. This amounts to
checking ��  = �h =  �, which clearly holds.

For the induction step, we assume that for derivations of length n the claim holds.
Consider a derivation of length n+ 1. We consider the different possibilities of the
last rule that has been applied in the derivation.

R2 Under the assumption = S sat �, we have to show that = c!� · S sat � holds,
where � ≡ ∃t ���t/h� ∧ h = �c� �� · t�. Thus, we have to prove that for all
��� h� ∈ �c!� · S� it holds that �� h = � . Consider a pair ��� h� ∈ �c!� · S�,
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then from the definition of � � we know that there exists h′ such that h =
�c� �� · h′ and ��� h′� ∈ �S�, for which by the induction hypothesis we have
�� h′ = �. But then we also have �� h = ∃t ���t/h� ∧ h = �c� �� · t�.

R3 Assuming = S sat �, we have to show = update��� · S sat � ∧Bj�. Consider
a pair ��� h� ∈ �update��� · S�, for which we have to show �� h = � ∧ Bj�.
From the definition of � �, we know ��� h� ∈ �S� and � ∈ ↑ �. Additionally,
from the induction hypothesis it follows that �� h = �. Thus, we conclude
�� h = � ∧ Bj�.

R4 We assume = Si sat �i for all i. Consider a pair ��� h� ∈ �∑i query��i� · Si�
for which we have to show ��� h� = � with � ≡ �

∧
i ¬Bj�i ∧ h =  �∨∨

i��i ∧
Bj�i�. The definition of � � tells us that either ��� h� ∈ ⋂

i��� \ ↑ �i� × � ��
holds, in which case we thus have �� h = �

∧
i ¬Bj�i ∧ h =  � and are done,

or that ��� h� ∈ �Si� and � ∈ ↑ �i hold, for some i. In the second case, by
the induction hypothesis, we obtain �� h = �i, and thus we derive �� h =
Bj�i ∧�i which proves the case.

R5 Let us assume = Si sat �i for all i. Consider a pair ��� h� ∈ �∑i ci?�i · Si� for
which we have to show ��� h� = � with � ≡ ∨

i ∃t ��i�t/h� ∧ h = �ci� �i� · t�.
The definition of � � tells us that there exists i and h′ such that h = �ci� �i� · h′

and ��� h′� ∈ �Si�, for which by the induction hypothesis we have �� h′ = �i.
But then also �� h = ∃t ��i�t/h� ∧ h = �ci� �i� · t�. We conclude �� h = �.

R6 The case that the last step in the derivation is an application of the rule R6
is shown as follows. Assume = S1 sat �1 and = S2 sat �2. Consider a pair
��� h� ∈ �S1 � S2� for which we have to show �� h = �, where � is given by
∃t1t2 ��1�t1/h�∧�2�t2/h�∧ h ∈ �t1 & t2��. From the definition of � � we derive
h1 and h2 such that ��� h1� ∈ �S1�, ��� h2� ∈ �S2� such that h is an interleaving
of h1 and h2. By applying the induction hypothesis twice, we obtain �� h1 = �1
and �� h2 = �2. But then it also follows that �� h = �.

R7 We assume = S sat � and consider a pair ��� h� ∈ �locxS�, for which we have
to show �� h = ∃x�. By the definition of � � we obtain that there exist �′ and
h′ with ∃x� = ∃x�

′, ∃xh = ∃xh
′ and ��′� h′� ∈ �S�. The induction hypothesis

then yields �′� h′ = �. From the definition of = we derive �� h = ∃x�.
R8 Assume = P�x� sat � holds. Consider a pair ��� h� ∈ �P�y��, for which we

have to show �� h = ��y/x�. The definition of � � yields that there exist �′

and h′ with � = �′�y/x�, h = h′�y/x� and ��′� h′� ∈ �P�x��. The induction
hypothesis then derives �′� h′ = �. The definition of = subsequently yields
�� h = ��y/x�.

R9 The proof of an application of rule R9, which is a standard rule called Scott’s
induction rule, is similar to the one given in [7].

R10 Assume = S sat � and = � → � . Consider a pair ��� h� ∈ �S� for which by
the induction hypothesis we have �� h = �. But by = � → � we immediately
obtain �� h = � . The soundness of the rule R12 can be shown similarly.

R11 Let us assume = Si sat �i, for all i ∈ �1� n�. Consider a pair �$� h� ∈ �S1 �
· · · � Sn� for which we have to show $� h = �, where � is given by

∧
i �i��h �

porti�/h�. From the definition of � �, we derive �$�i�� h � porti� ∈ �Si�, for all
i ∈ �1� n�. By n applications of the induction hypothesis, we obtain $�i�� h �

porti = �i, for all i. We conclude that $� h = � holds. �
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Completeness of the proof system is formulated as follows: = S sat � implies
� S sat � and = A sat � implies � A sat �, which say that every correctness
formula that is valid can also be derived from the proof system. In Boer et al. [7]
the calculus for ccp is proved to be complete for ccp programs that are confluent.
Since the proof system for acpl integrates the proof systems of ccp and csp,
we inherit this completeness result. In other words, we conjecture (but will not
prove) that our verification calculus is complete for multiagent systems in which the
individual agents’ internal reasoning processes are confluent.

Let us end the section with an example.

Example 6.6 As an illustration of the calculus we consider the specification:

TwoAgents sat B1p ∧ B2p�

which expresses that upon termination of the system TwoAgents from Example 3.3,
the proposition p has become shared information among the agents Agent1 and
Agent2. We will consider here only the main application of the parallel composition
rule. In fact, in most practical cases, the local verification that an agent satisfies
a local specification is straightforward though tedious (and can be done almost
automatically). The verification that a given specification of the multiagent system
follows from this local specifications is in general the most interesting part of the
proof.

Consider the local agent specifications, which are of the form:

Agent1 sat 3 and Agent2 sat ��

where the local assertions 3 and � are depicted in Figure 7 and Figure 8, respec-
tively. These local assertions formalise the different scenarios encoded in the agent
programs.

Figure 7. Local assertion 3 expressing the behaviour of Agent1.
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Figure 8. Local assertion � expressing the behaviour of Agent2.

By using rule R11, we obtain the following global specification of the multiagent
system:

TwoAgents sat ��

where the global assertion � is depicted in Figure 9. Note the correspondence
of this specification with the observable behaviour of the system as depicted in
Figure 6. Note that the assertions 33, �3 and �4 describe scenarios in which
either Agent1 or Agent2 prematurely terminates, while the other agent is still wait-
ing for communication. These scenarios are not contained in the assertion �
from the specification TwoAgents sat � of the overall system, since there is no
global trace that is consistent with these local traces. This corresponds with the
fact that these scenarios, in which an agent waits for communication with another
agent that has terminated, are not part of the observable behaviour of the agent
system.

Figure 9. Global assertion � expressing the behaviour of TwoAgents.
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Finally, the global specification TwoAgents sat B1p ∧ B2p follows via rule R12 by
means of some straightforward logical deduction.

7. Conclusions and future research

In this paper, we have presented a formal framework for agent communication that
covers the issues of semantics, specification and verification. The first component of
this framework is given by an operational semantics that defines the behaviour of the
basic multiagent programming acpl. Next, we identified the part of the behaviour
of agents and multiagent systems that is visible to an external observer. This observ-
able behaviour is subsequently modelled in a compositional way by means of a
denotational semantics. On top of this semantic framework, we defined an asser-
tion language that is designed for specifications of agent communication. The final
and very essential component of the framework is a calculus that is suited to the
verification of specifications.

In the related approaches [21, 48], the distinction between the different compo-
nents of agent communication is less obvious; in particular, in these approaches,
there is no clear distinction between the semantics of agent communication and the
specification of desired agent behaviour. For instance, in Wooldridge p. [48, 19] the
semantics of agent communication is viewed as a specification that must be satis-
fied. In our framework, however, the aspects of semantics and specification play
different roles; that is, the semantics constitutes a means in the process of verifying
that agents and multiagent systems act in accordance with their specified behaviour.
In particular, in this paper we have presented a proof system for the verification of
specifications that is built on top of the semantic framework.

An important application of our framework lies in the (semi-)automatic verifica-
tion of agent communication. In future research, we aim to develop computer-aided
verification techniques for agent communication (by means of a theorem proving
environment such as pvs), which will be based on the verification calculus as pre-
sented in this paper.

Another issue of future research is a definition in our assertion language of the
semantics of kqml. A corresponding application of our framework then consists
of the verification that a multiagent system satisfies the assertion that characterises
the kqml semantics. Additionally, we would like to examine speech acts from argu-
mentation systems [27, 39, 44].

Other issues for future research include the refinement of the proof system with
a treatment of the deadlock behaviour of multiagent systems. In this extension, we
would need to introduce failures [4], which are communication actions that, when
executed by other agents, cause an agent to enter in a deadlock situation.
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Notes

1. Note that if q1 ∧ q2 follows from the belief state then both queries of the non-deterministic choice
succeed. Which of them is actually executed depends on the underlying scheduler, but we will not
consider this issue, here. Additionally, note that if none of these two queries succeeds, the agent
deadlocks.

2. Also we do not consider conventions like the distributed termination convention of csp [1], which says
that a system can also terminate although one of its processes still waits for communication with a
process that has already terminated.
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